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One of the most popular research topics 
in today’s technological fields is the 
development and application of the wireless 
network. Among the various applications of 
the wireless network, the sensor network has 
been drawing increasing research attention in 
recent years due to its wide scope of usage. In 
this research, we aim to enhance the overall 
performance of the sensor network by 
improving its data transmission speed and 
tightening its transmission security. To speed 
up data transmission, we plan to develop a 
 2 
new routing protocol using the hypercube 
topology under which data will be collected 
from nodes to the sink through tree 
communication, and when faulty nodes exist, 
fault-tolerant communication trees or 
incomplete hypercubes can be brought in to 
facilitate data gathering. To tackle the 
security problem of the sensor network based 
on current authentication and encryption 
findings for wireless networks, we will 
engage in the construction of specific 
authentication and encryption designs for the 
sensor network to ensure further transmission 
security for the network. 
The proposed hypercube-based data 
gathering scheme gathers data from all nodes 
to the base station through the 
communication tree in the constructed 
hypercube. It is able to shorten 
communication delay by parallel 
transmissions and to replace dead nodes 
through reconfiguration. Simulation results 
show that compared with other data gathering 
schemes, the proposed hypercube-based 
scheme brings up favorable results, including 
reduced transmission delay, balanced energy 
loads, satisfying system scalability and as a 
result prolonged system lifetime. As to the 
security problem of the sensor network, we 
have observed that key management, a basic 
security service, is the core design for various 
security services like encryption and 
authentication. This research thus presents a 
Scalable Grouping (SG) random key 
predistribution scheme which divides all 
nodes into several groups and uses the 
one-way function to generate group-to-group 
pairwise keys to increase the connectivity of 
each key and to enlarge the maximum 
supportable network size. Experimental 
results show that the SG scheme is able to 
yield more enhanced resilience against node 
capture in large-scale networks, generate 
higher scalability than existing random key 
based schemes, and limit global payoff from 
local compromised nodes. 
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i = 0 
while (the number of cubes in Ci is greater 
than 1) 
{ 
 for each pair of cubes in Ci select the 
connection with the minimum weight (i.e., 
sum of squares) and put the selected 
connection into Ei. 
 while (Ci is not empty) 
 {  
  if (there is only one cube in Ci) 
   increase the dimension number of 
the cube’s links and let the dimension 0 
neighbor of each node in the cube to be itself  
   remove it from Ci add it to Ci+1 
  if (a cube has no related connections in 
Ei) 
   re-compute connection between it 
and each cube in Ci and put all such 
connections into Ei 
  while (a cube c in Ci has only one 
related connection in Ei with another cube c’ 
in Ci) 
   connect c and c’ to form an 
(i+1)-cube by the related connection  
   delete all the other related 
connections of c’ 
remove c and c’ from Ci and add the 
formed (i+1)-cube to Ci+1 
  delete the connection with the 
maximum weight in Ei 
 } 





此超立方體中的 communication tree [8]






Grouping random key predistribution 
















作 流 程 共 有 三 個 階 段 ， 分 別 為










並藉由 Kji = Fj ( GIDi)計算出 r把金鑰，
每個節點儲存 r對 Kji與 GIDj。 








執行 link key setup algorithm，此演算法
的運作流程如下： 
 








   switch｛ 
  case1（節點 A 存有 Kji且節點 B
存有 Kij）： 
     節點 A計算 Kij = Fi(GIDj) 
     節點 B計算 Kji = Fj(GIDi) 
     Ks為 Kij⊕Kji 
     break 
  case2（節點 A 存有 Kji但節點 B
並未存有 Kij）： 
     節點 B計算 Kji = Fj(GIDi) 
     Ks為 Kji 
     break 
  case3（節點 B 存有 Kij但節點 A
並未存有 Kji）： 
     節點 A計算 Kij = Fi(GIDj) 
     Ks為 Kij 
     break 
  case4（節點 A 並未存有 Kji且節
點 B並未存有 Kij）： 
       此兩節點無法建立連線金鑰 Ks 
        break 
   ｝ 
   ｝ 
 
3. Secure link establishment phase：在執行完































3. Limited global payoff requirement：
評估 SG scheme 是否能符合 Limited 
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